
Installation Guide
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Check product and accessories: A*6; B*1; C*2; D*3; E*1; F*1; G*1; H*1; I*1; J*1; K*6; L*1; M(5CM)*2; installation time: 
40min. number of installers :1, installation difficulty: 2
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Step1: disassemble the E component and divide it into E, E1, 
and E2.

Step2: As shown in the picture, remove the screws and gaskets 
installed on the lamp arms, and then fix all the lamp arms to 

the lamp holder according.
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Step 3: Remove the screws and gaskets on the lamp pole I, connect I, F and E1 as shown in the figure; Then use screws and 
gaskets to fix the D lamp arm to F; Finally, run the wire through the light pole and pull it out through the gap below.
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Step 4: As shown in the picture, classify all the wires of the lamp arm and connect them to the extension wire 
respectively, using the wire cap C insulation; Then use E2 screw, fix I and E together, and finally install the L part.
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Step 5: Take out the hanging plate from the top plate, mark 
the hole distance on the ceiling and punch holes, and use the 
expansion screw M*2 to fix the hanging plate on the ceiling.

Step 6: Adjust the chain length according to your needs and 
lock both ends of the chain into the middle rod and the 

hanging ring on the suction top plate, and Lock both ends of 
the safety buckle.
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Step 7: Insert the zero wire (N) firewire (L) and ground wire 
into the wire terminal, corresponding to the home power 

supply (fix the wire core, do not expose the wire core, to 
avoid a short circuit); Then use nuts to fix the suction top 

plate to the hanging plate.

Step 8: Adjust the lamp head, install the sleeve K, and then 
install the light source, You can test it with electricity. 

(need to buy the light source).
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Complete installation


